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Discover the Hidden Secrets of SCCCDiscover the Hidden Secrets of SCCC

Find the local 
treasures hidden 

within SCCC

When you discover 
a treasure:

Have fun!

Look

Think

Share with 
your friends



Let the Let the 
adventure adventure 

beginbegin
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Triumph
Artist:

 Yeo Chee Kiong
Stainless steel

2014

What do you see here?
Look!

Can you identify the shapes 
present in the sculpture??

“Triumph” was created as a tribute 
to the majestic animals 

in full gallop.

1



Horses played important roles 
in early warfare and were often
regarded as symbols of honor, 

respect and endurance.

A dog may be man’s best friend, 
but the horse wrote the history.

“

“

”

”



Ballet
Artist:

 Yeo Chee Kiong
Stainless steel

2016

What do you see here?
Look!

How does the material of this artwork 
makes you feel? What makes you say 

that? (Eg. Texture)
?

Stainless steel is a 
reflective metal which 

has high corrosion high corrosion 
resistanceresistance hence the 

sculpture will notwill not
 rust  rust easily.

Can you see your 
peer’s reflection in 

the sculpture?

3



Artist Yeo Chee Kiong 
has created this 

sculpture as a playful 
exploration of our 

relationship 
with beauty.

Beauty advertisements 
promote the ideal body. 

How has that affected 
our idea of beauty?

Mimic the posture of the sculpture.

Exercise

?



Shopping
Artist:

 Yeo Chee Kiong
Stainless steel

2014

What do you see here?
Look!

“Shopping” was created
with the intention of sarcasm 
towards our obsession with 

consumerism.

5



Imagine you are in a shopping mall.
What would you get for the following people?

Draw it out!

Yourself as a birthday 
present

Your parents

Your siblings Your grandparents



With reference to the artworks by artist Yeo Chee Kiong, 
draw two poses using circles.

Pose 1



Pose 2



Globetrotter

Artist:
Sun Yu Li

Stainless steel

2010

Observe and describe how the 
sculpture looks like?

Look!

Despite using similar materials, 
why does the surface of this artwork 

differ from Yeo Chee Kiong’s
other sculptures?

?
Globetrotter 

was created as 
an expression 

of the dynamismdynamism
and constant constant 
movementmovement  of
 our life today.

9



Singaporeans are ranked as 
the world’s most-well traveled 

people.

With the bustling jet-setting 
around the world, 

the world is inter-connected 
like Sun Yu Li’s Globetrotter. 

“
”

“
”



Taichi
Artist:

 Chua Boon Kee
Stainless steel

2011

What do you see here?
Look!

The artist interpreted The artist interpreted 
the Chinese charactersthe Chinese characters

 for for  “taichi”“taichi”  into a into a 
3-Dimensional form3-Dimensional form  that that 
recalls recalls bodies in motion.bodies in motion.

Taichi is a form 
of physical exercise using 
a series of slow, rhythmic, slow, rhythmic, 

circular movementscircular movements.

11



Trace the outline of this artwork very slowly with your arms.
As you do so, focus on the movement of your arms and 

write down your feelings and thoughts below. 



Songs of the 
Corals

Artist:
Ng Yak Whee
Oil on canvas

1991

What do you see in this painting?
(Eg. Colors, Lines, etc.)

Look!

How is this painting different 
from the sculptures before? ?

1 Landscape
Interpret 
nature 
from direct 
experience.

2 Mindscape
Interpret 
freedom, 
innovation and 
lifestyle.

3 Dreamscape
Interpret 
fantasy, poetry 
and mystery.

Artistic development

What was the artist’s 
thought process when 

he was painting?

? ?

13



Artist Ng Yak Whee uses dynamic 
forms and subtly layered 

colours to convey an idea that is 
imaginative.

Artist Ng Yak Whee was also a 
graduate of Singapore’s former 

Nanyang University 
(Botany major).

Songs of the Corals conveys
 a sense of fluid water and 

musical rhythm.



Two Trees in 
the Woods

Artist:
Ng Yak Whee
Oil on canvas

c. 1990s

What do you see here?
Look!

What do you think the trees in this 
painting resemble??

Artist Ng Yak Whee won the First 
Prize in the UOB Painting of the Year 

competition in 1992.

!!!!

14



Loose expressive brushstrokes 
were used to capture the 

roughness of the bark and 
tangle of interlocked roots.

Surrealism is an art movement 
in the early 20th century which is 

characterized by the interpretation 
of psychological mind with 

dreams and fantasies.

Artist Ng Yak Whee often 
draws inspiration from nature like 

birds, trees and landscapes.
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Bougainvillea
in Crimson

Artist:
 Eric Chan

Oil on linen

2009

What do you see in this artwork?
Look!

How is this painting different from a 
photographed flower picture??

“Bougainvillea in Crimson” depicts the 
transient cycle of life of a blooming 

bougainvillea.

18



Artist Eric Chan investigates 
the bougainvillea by zeroing 

in on its fine details while 
obliterating the rest of 

the background.

Bougainvillea in Crimson 
was created with the aid of 
photography in capturing 

details of the flower.

“

”

“

”



Camera Tips: Zeroing on Fine DetailsCamera Tips: Zeroing on Fine Details

Original picture taken:



Using the
camera,

focus lens on 
the subject. 

Camera Tips: Zeroing on Fine DetailsCamera Tips: Zeroing on Fine Details

Using the
camera,

focus lens on 
the subject. 

Remove all
 traces of the
 background.
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Observe the painting.
Download and cut out the Puzzle Cut-outsPuzzle Cut-outs  and complete 

the jigsaw puzzle.



Singapore
 River South
 Boat Quay

Artist:
Lai Kui Fang

Oil on canvas

1983

Observe and describe, 
what you see in this artwork. 

(Eg. Subjects, time)

Look!

What do you think is the story 
behind this artwork?

The painting 
was created

in a ‘Realist’‘Realist’  style 
which was popular in 
the 18th-19th century 

European art, but it
captures Singapore’s Singapore’s 

landscapeslandscapes  
and  civic district.civic district.

?

RealismRealism is an art movement which 
captures the truest daily eventstruest daily events of the 

middle classesmiddle classes mid-19th century. 

21



This painting illustrates 
Singapore at the peak of 

its development. 

Capturing the olden 
Singapore juxtaposing with the 

modern HDB flats.

Singapore River South
Boat Quay depicts a typical sight

 of the Singapore River 
in the 1980s.

“
”

“
”

“
”



With reference to this artwork by artist Lai Kui Fang, 
create a landscape with the combination 

of the old and new below.



Indicator
“指.引指.引”

Artist:
Lim Soo Ngee

Cast bronze

2015

What do you think this artwork 
is trying to tell us?

Look!

What could be the meaning behind his 
hand gestures? Hint: When do you use such 

gestures to communicate??

In this sculpture, artist Lim Soo Ngee 
wanted us to remember the 

humanity’s intrinsic kindness through 
common gestures.

24



How is the figure, “Indicator”, 
dressed like? 

What do think is the artist’s 
intention behind the figure’s outfit?

Look!

?



Merry-
Making

Artist:
Chang Wei

Resin

2001

Observe the expression of the figure. 
Does it express the title “Merry-Making”?

Why do you think so?

Look!

What do you think life would be
 without mobile phones??

Artist Chang Wei created this work to 
highlight the impact of technological 

advancement, such as mobile phones, in 
our lives today.

25



Technological advancements like the 
smart phones have changed the way we 

interact with one another.

?

Recall, how do you communicate
 with your family? Jot them down here.?

Do you think that people lose more 
connections with advancements

 in technology?



Look into eyes of the sculpture.
How does staring into the eyes 

make you feel?

Look!

Why did you feel that way?
In this work, 

Artist Chang Wei 
explores the idea of 
looking and being 

looked at.

?

Gaze
Artist:

 Chang Wei
Cement fondue

2000

Some people believe that our eyes are 
the windows to our soul.“

”

27



With reference to this artwork “Gaze”, 
carry out the activity below in pairs.

Look at your partner’s eyes for 1 minutes in silence.
Share and write down how you felt being looked at and 

looking at your partner.
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What do you see in this artwork?
Look!

Observe and describe the types of 
brush-strokes present in this painting.This painting reveals 

the depth of Teo’s 
captivation with the 
beautiful landscape 

of Shangri-la.

?

Singular 
Beauty

Artist:
 Terence Teo

Chinese ink on 
paper

1983

Bold

ThinSpontaneous Curvy Straight

Lively RestrainedFluid

Brush-strokes Keywords

29



With reference to this artwork by artist Terence Teo,
design strokes with different 

pressure, length, angle and thickness. 
Observe and describe your feelings of the different strokes.

Brushstrokes with EmotionsBrushstrokes with Emotions



 1

2

3Art movement which 
captures the truest 
daily events of the 
middle classes in 
mid-19th century

Art of photo taking

Art movement 
characterized by 

the interpretation of 
psychological mind 

with dreams 
and fantasy

Down

5

6

Today’s Art VocabulariesToday’s Art Vocabularies
1



 

4 Liveliness

5 Impromptu
brushstrokes

6 3-Dimensional 
art form

7 2-Dimensional 
art form

Across

4

7

3

2
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How has your perception of local artists 
changed after this tour?  Why is that so?

Check out for more
@ www.singaporeccc.org.sg

SingaporeCCC

SingaporeChineseCulturalCentre

sccc_sg

www.singaporeccc.org.sg


